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From: Fink, Martin R
Sent Thursday, June 04,2009 11:05 PM
To: Donatelli, Dave

Subject: IPF Issues

Dave -

I thought I should give you some incremental detail on the IPF situation beyond what we talked about last Friday. The
reason is that the regions are unaware of the situation with Itanium and the impending end of life. They are also
unaware of the CEO agreement for Intel to "not lose money". That's why you'll hear some degree of noise from the
regions about the lack of help from Intel to help offset margin losses where we're not competitive.

Summary points:

1. InteL informs HP of intent to exit Itanium since it has been a money losing business (September 2007)
2. In previous late deliveries (every IPF chip has been delayed), Intel stepped up with things like 2-for-1 programs

and other funding to offset margin issues
3. As HP is now funding future generations to keep Intel whole, Intel sees no point to fund/offset lack of

competitiveness
Any funding would break the fundamental premise that Intel should not lose money
Intel is quite sure that HP is making a lot of money on itanium (and support), so they don't feel sorry for
us

4. HP's minimum commitment to Intel for CYDY is $300M of microprocessors
Before the year started, our internal forecasts were for $375M
Based on current trajectory, we may miss the $300M minimum

i. We'd have to buy inventory, or write a check
Anything over $300M and we get rebate credits
We also get credits for the other OEMs who sell Itanium (now very small)

5. Intel has agreed to help fund certain deals for the remainder of 09 given the slip
We are still held to the $300M minimum commit - we therefore have tobe very selective in how we use
that
Any chips they give us to fund deals now have to be subtracted from any credits we'd get for going over
$300M
It's been difficult to get the legal version of the agreement closed, but we should be done next week

6. Intel will not forgive the $300M minimum commit even with the Tukwila slip since it's all part of the P&L to keep
Intel whole

7. AlI our Intel contacts are written in such a way that any breach is subject to "dispute resolution" - nothing more
a. Dispute resolution usually translates in the issue being thrown into the larger HP/Intel hopper that Mark

negotiates

From the regions viewpoint, what they see is that we have non-competitive chip, we are delayed by more than a year,
and we get no funding relief from Intel to help with margins and keep us in deals. In short, they're not very impressed
with the BCS worldwide team's ability to drive Intel. The Itanium situation is one of our most closely guarded secrets
and we have not wanted to let the region/field know about it since all it would do is give them another reason not to
sell.

I thought this additional context would be helpful. It's quite understandable for the regions to be frustrated/upset at
the situation given the facts available to them.
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I'd be happy to discuss this in more detail if you need/want it.

Martin

Martin Fink
Sr. Vice-president & General Manager
Business Critical Systems
Hewlett-Packard
(970) 898-7076
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Assistant: Ingrid Busch
(970) 898-0782
ingrid.busch©hp.com
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